Answer Key

Nature and the Environment

Unit 1  A Big Responsibility

A. New Words
1. route  2. companionship  3. expensive
4. expenses  5. decision  6. responsibility

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d)  2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. responsibility  2. companionship
3. expenses  4. decision

D. True or False
1. F  2. F  3. T
4. T  5. T

Unit 2  Elephants Are Amazing

A. New Words
1. keeper  2. evil  3. remember
4. travels  5. cooperate  6. communicate

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b)  2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. remember  2. keeper
3. travels  4. cooperate

D. Summary
1. (3)  2. (1)  3. (5)
4. (2)  5. (4)

Unit 3  Ants, Ants, Everywhere!

A. New Words
1. chemicals  2. garden  3. seep
4. cinnamon  5. deck  6. hazardous

B. Understanding the Context
1. (c)  2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. chemicals  2. seep
3. cinnamon  4. hazardous

D. True or False
1. T  2. F  3. F
4. T  5. T

Unit 4  The Oil Spill

A. New Words
1. refreshing  2. oil spill  3. pile
4. restore  5. remove  6. volunteered

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a)  2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. refreshing  2. oil spill
3. pile  4. remove

D. Summary
1. (5)  2. (4)  3. (3)
4. (1)  5. (2)

Unit 5  The Amazing Amazon

A. New Words
1. collect  2. efficient  3. overflows
4. terrifying  5. rainforest  6. flood

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a)  2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. overflows  2. rainforest
3. terrifying  4. efficient

D. True or False
1. T  2. T  3. T
4. F  5. T

Science and Technology

Unit 6  Research

A. New Words
1. According  2. lies  3. relatives
4. developed  5. inaccurate  6. reliable

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b)  2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. lies  2. reliable
3. according  4. inaccurate
D. Summary
1. (3) 2. (5) 3. (4)
4. (2) 5. (1)

Unit 7 A New Calculator

A. New Words
1. warranty 2. basic 3. specific
4. solar 5. digit 6. personal

B. Understanding the Context
1. (c) 2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. basic 2. solar
3. digit 4. warranty

D. Summary
1. (2) 2. (1) 3. (4)
4. (5) 5. (3)

Unit 8 Racing Robots

A. New Words
1. highlight 2. annual 3. design
4. secret 5. create 6. robot

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. robots 2. create
3. highlight 4. design

D. Summary
1. (3) 2. (2) 3. (4)
4. (5) 5. (1)

Unit 9 Online Chatting

A. New Words
1. articles 2. educational 3. mention
4. fault 5. socialize 6. share

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. articles 2. educational
3. share 4. socialize

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. T
4. F 5. F

Unit 10 The Nobel Prize

A. New Words
1. committees 2. achievements 3. construction
4. invented 5. decides 6. chemistry

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. achievements 2. invented
3. construction 4. committees

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. T
4. F 5. T

Art and Culture

Unit 11 Great Art

A. New Words
1. mysterious 2. reminded 3. memory
4. suffering 5. emotions 6. element

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. suffering 2. memory
3. mysterious 4. emotions

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. F
4. T 5. T

Unit 12 Talking Drums

A. New Words
1. tightens 2. pitch 3. imitate
4. squeezes 5. hollow 6. skillful

B. Understanding the Context
1. (c) 2. (a)
C. Focus on Details
1. hollow 2. pitch
3. tightens 4. imitate

D. Summary
1. (3) 2. (1) 3. (2)
4. (4) 5. (5)

Unit 13 The Hot New Movie
A. New Words
1. sequel 2. technique 3. crowds
4. distress 5. special effects 6. relax

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. sequel 2. special effects
3. distress 4. relax

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. F
4. T 5. F

Leisure and Entertainment

Unit 16 Family Camping
A. New Words
1. compass 2. wild 3. chance
4. leisure 5. leftovers 6. casts

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. leisure 2. chance
3. compass 4. casts

D. Summary
1. (5) 2. (2) 3. (3)
4. (1) 5. (4)

Unit 17 The Amusement Park
A. New Words
1. erupts 2. fantastic 3. satisfied
4. suggesting 5. Shake 6. force

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. fantastic 2. erupts
3. satisfied 4. force

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. T
4. F 5. T
Unit 18  Fresh Lemonade

A. New Words
1. attract  2. traffic  3. earn
4. complicated  5. customers  6. advertise

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d)  2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. earn  2. advertise
3. complicated  4. attract

D. Summary
1. (1)  2. (5)  3. (4)
4. (3)  5. (2)

Unit 19  At the Movies

A. New Words
1. standard  2. restricted  3. avoid
4. extremely  5. budget  6. craving

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b)  2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. standard  2. craving
3. avoid  4. restricted

D. True or False
1. F  2. T  3. F
4. F  5. T

Unit 20  Hobbies

A. New Words
1. homeless  2. retire  3. creative
4. tutor  5. collector  6. hobby

B. Understanding the Context
1. (c)  2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. hobby  2. creative
3. homeless  4. tutor

D. Summary
1. (1)  2. (2)  3. (3)
4. (5)  5. (4)

Unit 21  Defense!

A. New Words
1. defense  2. balance  3. attack
4. attempt  5. athlete  6. stance

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a)  2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. balance  2. attempt
3. Athletes  4. attack

D. True or False
1. F  2. F  3. F
4. F  5. T

Unit 22  The Importance of Writing

A. New Words
1. attitude  2. communication  3. assignment
4. necessary  5. presentation  6. terrible

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a)  2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. necessary  2. presentation
3. communication  4. attitude

D. Summary
1. (3)  2. (1)  3. (2)
4. (4)  5. (5)

Unit 23  The Course Schedule

A. New Words
1. borrow  2. tempting  3. courses
4. complain  5. Psychology  6. attend

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d)  2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. courses  2. Psychology
3. attend  4. tempting

D. True or False
1. F  2. F  3. F
4. T  5. T
Unit 24 Food, Family, and Fun

A. New Words
1. celebrates 2. slightly 3. health
4. silverware 5. thankful 6. ingredients

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. celebrates 2. ingredients
3. thankful 4. silverware

D. Summary
1. (1) 2. (5) 3. (4)
4. (3) 5. (2)

Unit 25 The Project

A. New Words
1. profession 2. noble 3. enormous
4. admire 5. Accounting 6. inspiration

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a) 2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. enormous 2. profession
3. noble 4. admire

D. True or False
1. F 2. F 3. T
4. T 5. T

Unit 26 The Assignment

A. New Words
1. firefighter 2. reside 3. gear
4. brave 5. rescue 6. ignited

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. firefighter 2. rescue
3. ignited 4. gear

D. Summary
1. (4) 2. (3) 3. (5)
4. (2) 5. (1)

Unit 27 CoCo Lee

A. New Words
1. entered 2. stunning 3. intelligent
4. competition 5. contract 6. introduced

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. competitions 2. contract
3. introduced 4. intelligent

D. True or False
1. F 2. F 3. T
4. T 5. T

Unit 28 A Blind Date

A. New Words
1. fiancée 2. performance 3. charming
4. concert 5. appalling 6. depressed

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. fiancée 2. performance
3. charming 4. concert

D. Summary
1. (4) 2. (3) 3. (5)
4. (2) 5. (1)

Unit 29 Crime Does Not Pay

A. New Words
1. committing 2. arrested 3. criminal
4. fail 5. regret 6. luxury

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. luxury 2. fail
3. regret 4. arrested
D. True or False
1. T 2. T 3. F
4. F 5. F

**Unit 30 A Job Interview**

A. New Words
1. graduated 2. maintenance 3. deadline
4. interviewing 5. position 6. résumé

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. position 2. interviewing
3. resume 4. deadlines

D. Summary
1. (2) 2. (3) 3. (5)
4. (1) 5. (4)

**Sports and Health**

**Unit 31 An Ounce of Prevention**

A. New Words
1. hygienic 2. physical 3. diet
4. shortage 5. diseases 6. prevention

B. Understanding the Context
1. (c) 2. (c)

C. Focus on Details
1. physical 2. hygienic
3. diet 4. Prevention

D. True or False
1. T 2. T 3. F
4. F 5. F

**Unit 32 Herbal Medicine**

A. New Words
1. herbs 2. ginger 3. gentler
4. pills 5. harmful 6. medicine

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a) 2. (d)

C. Focus on Details
1. pills 2. herbs
3. gentler 4. harmful

D. Summary
1. (1) 2. (5) 3. (2)
4. (3) 5. (4)

**Unit 33 Home Remedies**

A. New Words
1. Popular 2. cure 3. crushed
4. soaked 5. remedy 6. cold

B. Understanding the Context
1. (b) 2. (a)

C. Focus on Details
1. cold 2. remedy
3. soaked 4. crushed

D. True or False
1. F 2. T 3. F
4. T 5. F

**Unit 34 Too Much of a Good Thing?**

A. New Words
1. calcium 2. beneficial 3. addictive
4. study 5. concern 6. caffeine

B. Understanding the Context
1. (a) 2. (b)

C. Focus on Details
1. beneficial 2. study
3. addictive 4. concern

D. Summary
1. (2) 2. (1) 3. (3)
4. (5) 5. (4)

**Unit 35 Soccer Rules**

A. New Words
1. blocking 2. warning 3. penalty
4. ejected 5. impede 6. opponents

B. Understanding the Context
1. (d) 2. (b)